St Patrick’s Uniform Expectations

To make our expectations clear on the uniform we have photos of the expected school uniforms. Below are pictures and descriptions of our summer boys and girls uniform, our sports uniform and our boys and girls winter uniform.

Please take the time to read over our expectations as there are some items that are not appropriate. We do not want you to have to repurchase uniform items because you were informed incorrectly.

All items except shoes can be purchased from the uniform shop on the Primary Campus.

---

**Boys Summer School Uniform**
- Short Sleeved Formal Shirt with St Patrick’s logo above pocket
- Dress Short with cross on the pocket
- Navy blue socks with yellow and white stripe.
- Black low cut leather school shoes (these can be lace up or Velcro)
- Boys formal wide brim hat

**Girls Summer School Uniform**
- Summer Tunic
- White fold down socks (anklets are not appropriate for this uniform)
- Black low cut leather school shoes (these can be lace up, buckle or Velcro)
- Girls formal wide brim hat

**Boys and Girls Summer Sports Uniform**
- Sports Polo Shirt
- Unisex sports shorts
- Girls Skort
- Unisex flat Brim hat
- White Socks, sports ankle socks are allowed but you MUST be able to see the socks as demonstrated in the picture.
- Predominately white joggers, these may have some coloured stripes on them. However, fluorescent/coloured/black joggers are not acceptable. Both lace up and Velcro are acceptable. It is a WHS concern for physical education if your child is wearing the slip on type that have become popular in the recent years, these are not acceptable.
- School Tracksuit for cooler weather.
Boys Winter School Uniform
- Long/short sleeved formal shirt with St Patrick’s logo above the pocket. The top button must be done up on either shirt.
- School tie with cross on the bottom
- Long Trousers
- Tracksuit jacket with St Patrick’s logo on the left hand side.
- Navy blue socks with yellow and white stripe.
- Black low cut leather school shoes (these can be lace up or Velcro)
- Boys formal wide brim hat

Girls Winter School Uniform
- Winter Tunic with St Patrick’s Logo on left hand side
- White long sleeved peter pan blouse with cross on left hand collar
- Blue neck tie
- Navy blue stockings or White fold down socks (like shown in the summer uniform)
- Tracksuit jacket with St Patrick’s logo on the left hand side.
- Black low cut leather school shoes (these can be lace up, buckle or Velcro)
- Girls formal wide brim hat

OPTIONAL WINTER ITEMS
- Navy Fleece Vest with logo
- Navy long sleeve jumper with logo

Accessories should be kept to a minimum.
- Girls hair longer than shoulder length should be tied back with ties/scrunchies/head bands in the school colours of blue and white. No hair colours or streaks.
- Boys hair – should be neat and no longer than collar length – no undercuts, mohawks, shaved heads, hair sculptures colours or streaks.
- Students should only be wearing a watch or cygnet ring.
- Girls - have a maximum of one piercing in each ear – sleepers or gold/silver studs only and a necklace with a religious medallion on it for example; cross or religious medallion.
- Boys are not encouraged to have ears pierced, only a clear stud may be worn, and a necklace with a religious medallion on it for example; cross or religious medal.
- During winter students may wear scarves and gloves but these must be navy blue, black or white.
- Medical Alert necklace/bracelet should be worn by all students who require this to easily identify them.